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The quintessential Renaissance man, Richard Powersʼ credits could fill a Palo Alto phone direc-
tory: academician, choreographer, composer, dance historian, engineer, graphic designer and il-
lustrator, inventor, founder and honoree. Gentry interviews the man who has been called one of 
the most graduates of Stanford Universityʼs first century.

Richard Thompson Powers grew up in an erudite household in Chicago. His father Philip, a suc-
cessful manufacturer, and his mother Janet, a recognized painter, inspired Richard’s multiple in-
terests. The middle of three sons, a chance positioning which Powers claims afforded him the 
opportunity to develop his creative, fertile imagination, often found him alone. While his broth-
ers tossed footballs and chased girls, the introspective Powers played piano, practiced calligraphy 
and gleaned historical facts. The hallmark of a successful family vacation was a trip to Civil War 
sites. 

But the fulcrum of family life centered on community theater. Philip designed sets; Janet bustled 
behind the scenes or sang on stage and the boys idled away happy hours backstage. Powers' solo 
stage debut was a brief stint as Toulouse Lautrec. C’est la vie. Life was grand. 

“Don't you have even one teensy horror story about your childhood?” I coaxed. “Not really,” 
says Powers. I tell him I'm disappointed, such brilliance deserves a modicum of drama-death, 
desertion, adolescent rebellion. 

“No, quite the contrary---confidence, encouragement and nurturing. Both my parents experi-
enced great contentment and joy in their work and it’s been a contagious thread throughout my 
life. More importantly, it’s permitted me to plunge and leap without fear of failure,” says Powers. 

Plunge he did, through Purdue’s ivory tower, headed toward an intended career in engineering. “I 
suspect my parents' uncanny ability to take a concept, create and construct it had some influence 
on me,” he reflects. During his freshman year, Purdue tracked a hand-picked circle of promising 
students, including Powers. Purdue’s goal was to enlighten the individual. The premise: what you 
gather from one discipline usually applies to other disciplines as well. The outcome: all disci-
plines respond nicely to the same law of physics. In a nutshell, the core dynamics of engineering 
could all be applied outside engineering. By the end of four years, most of this small tracking 



group had changed majors, which was Purdue’s success in the larger sense. Years later, Powers is 
still finding that the essential truths learned in one field cross over into others. 

Armed with a Bachelor of Science in mechanical engineering, Powers continued his artist en-
deavors and searched for a graduate school with prestigious marks in social responsibility He 
settled on Stanford. With the same creative bent that would distinguish his future, Powers self-
designed an interdisciplinary major redolent of the serendipitous 60s: art, philosophy and engi-
neering, focusing on the creative process. 

Powers arrived out west at the height of social agitation. “Hitting Stanford was a revelation,” he 
remembers. “The constraining attitudes of the midwest suddenly broke free and I felt I could fly 
for the first time. Everyone around me was also flying. Those were heady, expansive times. 
Completing his MasterS degree in a single year, he returned East. During his five-year stint as 
Vice President and product designer for Alpha Designs in Cincinnati, Richard was awarded 
seven U.S. and international patents, including a child-proof bottle cap, and a spray pump for 
Windex bottles. In the interim, he picked up a dozen art directors awards for his graphic design. 

Art inched further into his life. He founded a collaborative group called Co-Works, comprised of 
twenty artists working in various media. His focus moved from his day job to his life’s calling. 
Within Co-Works, Richard discovered the pleasures and rewards of tight, personal collaboration-
partnering, which he much preferred to the solo spotlight of the lone American artist. He found 
support for his longtime interests in Asian calligraphy and painting, which merged with his deep-
ening exploration into Zen meditation. Surrounded by like-supporting artists allowed Powers to 
delve into his introspective side. 

The gathering of momentum carried Powers to japan, to better understand the ebb and flow of 
his new consciousness. He studied Kendo, an intense martial art, and later garnered the equiva-
lent of a black belt. The man in search of his soul dipped back into his childhood affinity for cal-
ligraphy and music. Then he did what all good Zen students do. He went back to work, opened 
more windows and waited for the law of physics to move a mountain. 

The law of physics arrived via an opportunity to take a Tai chi class. Tai chiS silky slow move-
ments, its sense of history and endless freedom to travel past mental and physical borders en-
compassed full body movement, the unexplored vast Yukon, and for Powers it was a blissful 
revelation. “My self perception changed completely I felt like a baby discovering his limbs for 
the first time. The powerful sensation of movement permeated my senses,” recalls Powers. 



Within the year he started dance classes to further explore this new world. Dance was the epiph-
any that irrevocably altered his life. 

Marrying his new-found passion with his love of history Powers tenaciously plunged into the 
academic and historic realm of dance. Perusing the country for leading dance historians, he stud-
ied Renaissance and Baroque dance with pioneers Julia Sutton and Ingrid Brainard. 

Dancing was in his genes. His late grandfather, a sober corporate executive, was a dance teacher 
in the ragtime era. And although Powers was not yet leaping across the dance floor, dance so en-
raptured him that the young designer packed away the tools of one prosperous profession and 
waltzed into a new profession--one that circuitously brought him back to Stanford. 

An avid dancer and tango fan, I ran across Powers eons ago at one of his Stanford tango presen-
tations. Subsequently, learned that his segue into academia was not with the sultry tango, once 
considered too lewd for conversation, but with the historic proverbial black sheep-Victorian and 
Ragtime dance. 'This historic pair wasn't considered challenging or esoteric enough by most 
dance historians to study,” notes Powers. 

Undeterred, Powers set out to redefine the law of physiCS on the dance floor. Working through 
his collection of four hundred historic dance manuals and twelve thousand titles of period dance 
music, he single-handedly put Victorian and Ragtime dance back on the map. 

In 1981, the charismatic dancer founded the Flying Cloud Academy of Vintage Dance along with 
the help of his future wife, Melanie, and a coterie of period dance enthusiasts. They held classes 
and produced large-scale monthly recreations of Victorian and Ragtime Balls. On the Academy’s 
successful heels came his orchestra, the Feeling Moments Waltz & Quickstep Orchestra, and 
then the Flying Cloud Troupe, a 30-member company that performed at the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, the Henry Ford Museum and the Scott Joplin Ragtime Festival. By 1984, thirty-six-year-old 
Powers joined the staff as a dance historian at the University of Cincinnati College Conservatory 
of Music. His choreography and passionate contribution to the arts caught both Hollywood and 
Stanford’s eye. 

Warner Brothers flew Richard and his dancers to Natchez and Charleston to film North and 
South. Tri- Star Films hired him to train the dancers for the film Glory Hollywood knocked on 
his busy door to choreograph Faye Dunaway and Richard Widmark in Cold Sassy Tree. Theaters 
around the globe clamored for his talent. Last month, Bill Irwin’s Scapin opened to rave reviews 
on Broadway, concluding with Richard!:; latest splash of choreography 



Stanford!:; Dance Division chair, Susie Cashion, coaxed Powers to come back to Stanford. In the 
early 90s, Powers left Cincinnati for a “temporary” position at Stanford Dance. Between films 
and television, he lectured and taught. His popularity on campus grew. Articulate and technically 
refined, Powers availed himself to his students' needs. 

His knowledge is vast. In addition to his social dance classes, Richard formed the Stanford Vin-
tage Dance Ensemble and its alumni wing Danse Libre, a current total of 85 dancers who have 
mastered the intricacies of period dance forms, have constructed their own period costumes, and 
have performed at the Smithsonian, in Japan and Paris. Then came his sublimely popular Tango 
Week, the most successful tango workshop in the country, which drew so many local tango afi-
cionados that Richard has added another week. 

Perhaps Powers' biggest contribution to the community is his intuitive ability to connect and lis-
ten to student needs. In his first year at Stanford, Richard masterminded JAMMIX, the popular 
monthly social dance session for students and lately Silicon Valley locals. 

The self-taught dance historian continues to evolve with newer dance traditions. The crossover 
and creativity his core concepts from his years at Purdue and Stanford mark Powers as AmericaS 
leading dance historian. His life has truly come full circle at Stanford. 

While Powers' Cincinnati friends and vintage dancers waited for him to come home, Stanford’s 
students and faculty convinced the Powers family to stay and make California their new home. 

Since 1992, Powers has held the position of Stanford!:; social dance historian. He and his wife 
Melanie settled in Palo Alto and welcomed their first son, Nathaniel, and three years later, the 
newest addition to the Powers clan, son Evan. 

“Is there life after dance?” I asked Powers. “Absolutely! 

With Nathaniel and Evan, I have found something I love even more,” he says, as both of his sons 
plunk noisily on the piano in the background.


